
Statement of Investment Principles - Implementation 
Statement 

LCD Savings and Retirement Plan  

The Trustee of the LCD Savings and Retirement Plan (the Plan) present its  annual Statement of Investment 
Principles Implementation Statement setting out how the Trustee has followed the policies outlined in the Statement 
of Investment Principles (the SIP) that came into force from 1 March 2022. This report meets the requirements set 
out in The Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment and Disclosure) (Amendment) Regulations. The Report 
covers the annual period up to 30 September 2022.  

The Statement of Investment Principles 

The SIP in force during the Plan year was effective from 1 March 2022.  The SIP included additional focus on Aviva’s 
stated principles in relation to Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) and the tilting used within their My Future 
range of funds. 

During the Plan year ending 30 September 2022, the Trustee finalised its review of the Statement of Investment 
Principles (SIP). The review resulted in an update to the existing SIP covering the changes agreed by the Trustee 
following undertaking its formal triennial review of the default investment strategy and wider fund range to reflect the 
alternative fund choices to be made available to members of the Plan. 

The new SIP was formally adopted by the Trustee after consultation with the sponsoring employer, from 12 August 
2022 and was in force during the Plan year to 30 September 2022. The next review of the SIP is anticipated to take 
place during the Plan year to 30 September 2025. 

Monitoring investments against the SIP 

As part of the Trustee governance of the Plan the Trustee has established a process to review the investments 
within the Plan to ensure that they continue to perform in line with the SIP. In this section, we set out the actions 
taken during the Plan year: 

• Trustee governance process: The SIP sets out that the Trustee monitors the investment funds at least 
quarterly. The Trustee will also formally meet at least three times a year to monitor and review the 
performance of the Plan’s investments against their objectives. The Trustee reviews the performance of the 
default investment at least quarterly. Trustee met with its investment adviser four times over the Planyear 
and held a further two meetings in the two months following the year end as it felt the increased stock 
market and bond market volatility over the period warranted the extra level of oversight. The level of 
monitoring is in accordance with the policy established in the SIP. 

Each Trustee meeting included an investment monitoring section and once a year the Plan’s provider, 
Aviva, delivers an update on the investment funds, strategy, and performance. This annual forum with Aviva 
allows the Trustee the opportunity to discuss any issues or concerns directly with Aviva to ensure they are 
held to account. No issues have arisen during the year requiring Trustee action.  

• Trustee governance knowledge and understanding: The Trustee is deemed to have a good working 
knowledge of the Plan and DC pensions in general. As a result, the level of understanding of the Plan’s 
investments and the SIP has remained sufficiently high to enable the Trustee to monitor the Plan 
effectively. The Trustee believes that it has sufficient skills and investment knowledge to give appropriate 
focus to investment issues. As the appointed professional trustee to the Plan, Temple Trustees Limited, has 
an agreed process that ensures all its Trustee Directors undertake specific training across a broad range of 
issues to maintain knowledge in all aspects of managing and maintaining a defined contribution pension 
arrangement. 

Further details are set out in the annual Chair’s Statement which can be accessed through the following 
link: https://vfm.aviva.co.uk/lcd-savings/. The Trustee’s investment adviser, Punter Southall Aspire, 
supports the Trustee with maintaining its knowledge and understanding while providing wider insight.  

• Trustee governance investment advice: During the Plan year, the Trustee received investment advice 
from Punter Southall Aspire as part of its annual assessment of the Plan’s Value for Members, which 
assessed the value to members provided by the Plan’s investment funds. The advice provided by Punter 
Southall Aspire met and exceeded in part the monitoring processes set out within the SIP. The Trustee is 
satisfied that it had appropriate support to undertake the monitoring of the investments included in the Plan. 
During the Plan year the Trustee set a number of objectives for Punter Southall Aspire as the Plan’s 

https://vfm.aviva.co.uk/lcd-savings/


investment adviser. The Trustee will undertake a review of Punter Southall Aspire against these objectives 
at least annually. 

• Plan Investment objective: The Plan’s default investment strategy is the Aviva My Future Investment 
Strategy. The objectives of the default investment strategy are: 

− When further from retirement the fund aims to grow the value of members’ pension savings ahead 
of inflation over the long-term. 

− During the 15 year period leading up to the member's Selected Retirement Date, the pension fund 
within the default investment strategy is moved from investments with a greater exposure to the 
stock market into more cautious investments. This aims to reduce the member's exposure to risk 
from stock market fluctuations. This strategy is designed to reflect the new pension freedoms, by 
no longer targeting the purchase of an annuity, whilst also achieving long term growth for 
members at acceptable levels of risk and charges. 

Through the governance and monitoring process the Trustee has concluded that these funds continue to 
meet these objectives in line with the SIP. 

• Strategic asset allocation: The default investment strategy’s asset allocation is set by Aviva and has 
remained largely consistent with the previous Plan year, with the exception of some changes to the 
underlying asset allocation. The Trustee reviews asset allocation on an ongoing basis, to ensure that the 
level of risk being taken is in line with the SIP and in the interest of the members in the Plan.  

Aviva has been gradually moving 50% of its equity allocation into the Blackrock World ESG insights Global 
Equity fund. This fund has been added to the underlying investments for the My Future Growth, My Future 
Consolidation and My Future Drawdown funds. The table below indicates the current and target allocation 
for each fund used in the default investment strategy: 

Fund 
% of fund as at 30 Sept 2022 
invested in Blackrock ESG 
Insights Global Equity Fund 

% Target allocation 

My Future Growth 25.0 40.5 

My Future Consolidation 12.0 12.5 

 

− The asset allocation for both elements of the default fund are as follows: 

 

My Future Growth      

 

 

 

 

 



My Future Consolidation 

 

 

− The Trustee received regular updates on the proposed changes for Aviva and comment from 
Punter Southall Aspire. 

− The Trustee is comfortable with the continuing addition of the Blackrock World  ESG Insights 
Global Equity Fund to the underlying assets in the default investment and sees this as a good step 
in improving the ESG credentials of the default investment.  

− The planned addition of the Blackrock World ESG Insights Global Equity Fund will be made 
through new contributions to the funds, in order to reduce the transaction costs, which the Trustee 
also sees as a positive when assessing the value to members. 

− Following regular monitoring of the changes and input on suitability from Punter Southall Aspire 
the Trustee is satisfied that the My Future Lifestyle objectives remain consistent with the aims and 
objectives outlined in the SIP. The Trustee is comfortable that the strategy continues to align with 
the purpose of the default investment strategy. In particular the level of risk adopted, returns 
sought and liquidity of the asset allocation have not materially changed, and thus continue to align 
with the needs of the Plan’s member demographics. 

• Manager monitoring – default investment strategy: The monitoring that took place during the Plan year 
concluded that the default investment strategy maintained positive returns against its benchmarks despite a 
-5.72% return over the 12th months to the end of September. It also remained within its risk budget during 
the plan  year. The Trustee maintained  its quarterly reviews of the Plan’s investments, however, and  
included an additional meeting in Q4 2022 to increase oversight of the plan’s investments following the 
impact of rising inflation and the UK government’s ‘mini budget’ in late September. The Trustee believes the 
default investment strategy continues to perform in line with the broader policies and objectives set out 
within the SIP. 

• Manager monitoring - wider fund range: The Trustee reviewed the funds members invest in on a self-
select basis and considered each fund’s performance in line with the policies set out within the SIP. The 
Trustee does not assess the appropriateness of the funds selected by members on a self-select basis for 
the individual, although the Trustee does consider the appropriateness of the range of self-select funds 
made available for the Plan’s membership. During the year the Trustee considered whether the funds have 
performed in line with their stated objective.  

The Triennial review completed in the plan year concluded that a simplified core fund range should be 
offered that provides a range of “hands off” strategies for members and a smaller number of building blocks 
for those more engaged members.  

• Non-financial matters - manager monitoring: The Trustee’s policy as detailed in the SIP is to delegate 
consideration of non-financial matters to the underlying investment managers. During the scheme year, the 



default investment strategy’s stewardship activity was undertaken by BlackRock. Therefore, the default 
investment strategy has performed in line with the policies set out in the SIP. 

The Trustee has continued to receive updates from Aviva on their approach to Stewardship and ESG 
considerations.  

Later in this Statement we consider further some of the activity undertaken within the Default Investment 
Strategy. The Trustee notes that Aviva and BlackRock (as the underlying managers) have strong ESG 
teams with clear polices on major matters. Key features of this include being a signatory to the UN 
Principles of Responsible Investing and having in place a climate change policy committed to tackling 
climate change. 

• Non-financial matters – member views: The Trustee and the sponsoring employer actively seek input 
from active members of the Plan through open feedback provided via the staff committee. During the 
scheme year, the Trustee met with the staff representative committee to discuss views on investment and 
to understand the ESG/Stewardship needs of the membership. These views will be incorporated into future 
reviews of the SIP and the Trustee notes the views did not materially change its views on the needs of the 
Plan’s membership. 

• Engagement with underlying Companies invested in: The Trustee is aware that Aviva and BlackRock 
undertake a high level of engagement with companies and organisations that are invested in through the 
policyholder assets. 

 Trustee Conclusion 
 • The Trustee acknowledges that it is its responsibility, with guidance from its investment advisers, 

to ensure the assets under the Plan are invested in accordance with the policies and objectives 
set out in the Statement of Principles (SIP). 

• The Trustee confirms that a review of the SIP has occurred during this Plan year and has included 
an explanation of changes to the SIP. 

• The Trustee confirms that it has considered this Implementation Statement and agrees that, in its 
opinion, the policies and objectives set out in the Plan’s SIP have been followed without material 
deviation during this Plan year. 

Assessing voting rights of the Plan 

During the Plan year the Trustee’s selected investments were managed by Aviva, LGIM, HSBC and BlackRock. 

BlackRock also managed the default investment strategy, but stewardship was retained by Aviva Investors.  

The Plan’s investment holdings are structured as unit holdings within pooled investment funds. Therefore, the 
Trustee does not have direct influence on the voting rights but delegates this to the Investment Manager. The below 
tables confirm those funds that hold equity, the fund manager, and summarises the engagement activity undertaken 
by the investment manager. 

Fund manager LCD fund name Number of 
meetings voted at: 

Number of 
resolutions voted: 

Voted against 
proposal 

HSBC Asset 
Management 

MyM HSBC Islamic Global 
Equity Index 

106 1,607 17.4% 

L&G 
Investment 
Management 

MyM Legal & General (PMC) 
Ethical UK Equity Index 

279 4,534 5.9% 

Aviva Investors MyM Stewardship 
International 

 

44 719 30% 

Aviva Investors MyM Stewardship 
Managed** 

44 719 30% 

BlackRock MyM BlackRock (40:60) 
Global Equity Index Tracker 

3,067 37,082 5.98% 



Aviva Investors 

MyM My Future Annuity The below funds represent the underlying regional equity funds of 
My Future: 

• AI UK Equity Index Tracker 

• AI North American Equity Index 

• AI Developed European ex UK Equity Index 

• AI Japanese Equity Index 

• AI Developed Asia Pacific ex Japan Equity Index 

• BlackRock ESG Insights Global Equity Index 

The voting rights for these funds are detailed in the below table. 

MyM My Future Cash Lump 
Sum 

MyM My Future 
Consolidation* 

 MyM My Future Growth* 

*Components of the default My Future Investment strategy. 
**MyM Stewardship Managed is made up of 70% Stewardship International – Voting data attached and 30% MyM 
Stewardship Bond - No Voting data 

Underlying regional equity funds of My Future 

Fund manager Fund name Number of 
meetings voted at: 

Number of 
resolutions voted: 

Voted against 
proposal 

Aviva Investors 

AI UK Equity Index 743 10,561 6.4% 

AI North American Equity 
Index 

609 7,511 47.6% 

AI Developed European ex 
UK Equity Index 

502 7,224 23.5% 

AI Japanese Equity Index 500 6,214 18.3% 

AI Developed Asia Pacific ex 
Japan Equity Index 

472 3,317 33.0% 

BlackRock BlackRock ESG Insights 
Global Equity Index 

586 8,074 3.9% 

The Trustee delegates voting to the fund managers. Therefore, no one vote is more significant in the context of the 
Trustee policies or the policies set out within the SIP. However, Aviva investors undertake the stewardship activity 
for the Plan’s default which the Trustee believes has the most material impact on the Plan’s membership. The key 
directives within the voting behaviour of Aviva during the Plan year focused on the following commitments: 

• Material ESG factors are integrated into the investment approach for all asset classes and regions Aviva 
Investors operate in. 

• Shareholder rights and obligations are exercised and voting power is utilised, so companies are being run 
for those that own them. 

• Aviva Investors are responsible stewards of assets and engage with multiple parties to encourage the 
adoption of progressive ESG practices over time.  

• Seek to positively influence market reforms to help shape a more sustainable capital market that can deliver 
better long-term financial and social outcomes for clients. 

• Aviva Investors endeavour to hold themselves to the same governance and ethical standards expected of 
others.  

Aviva Investors' approach is made up of: 

• Integration across all asset classes and fund strategies.  

• Stewardship through voting and engagement. 

• Avoidance of companies and sectors (both complying with regulation and in house risk tolerance); and 

• Market reform utilising Aviva Investor's influence as a large institutional investor.  

Aviva Investors subscribe to proxy advisory services to prepare research and recommendations in line with the 
custom policy and refer certain issues for further consideration. In making voting decisions, Aviva Investors use 
governance and other research from a number of sources. These include the IVIS service and ISS-Ethix, Vigeo 
EIRIS and MSCI. Research is used for data analysis only as Aviva Investors have their own robust voting policy, 
which is applied to all holdings. Voting recommendations are not automatically followed, Aviva Investors vote based 



on its in-house policy, taking into consideration the views of the fund manager and the conversations with the 
company through voting specific engagement. 

Below, we set out voting and engagement activity that may be of significant interest to our membership following the 
feedback from the staff committee on ethical and social issues. 

Company Details 

Microsoft Corporation Resolution: Report on Effectiveness of Workplace Sexual Harassment Policies 

Aviva Vote: In Favour 

Aviva believe it is important to support this resolution as the company faces potential 
controversies related to workplace sexual harassment and gender discrimination. 
This is a risk area for the sector and the company that is key for talent attraction and 
retention. Aviva know the importance of  additional information on the company’s 
sexual harassment policies and the implementation of these policies, in order to 
better assess how the company is addressing such risks and how better disclosure in 
the best interest of shareholders. 

The resolution was approved (received 77.97% support) and Aviva are engaging with 
the company on related shareholder proposals and will continue to support 
shareholder resolutions which are in the best interest of shareholders. 

GlaxoSmithKline Plc Resolution: Approve Remuneration Policy 

Aviva Vote: Against 

The company was seeking approval to increase the bonus opportunity from 2x to 3x 
salary. The additional quantum would materialise on outperformance of the 
Company's new strategic targets. However, Aviva believe this did not offset concerns 
on excessive quantum, or the increased emphasis on short -term performance. 
Furthermore, Aviva believe that the demerger of GSK and Haleon will decrease the 
Company's individual size and scope, which does not rationalise increase variable 
pay quantum going forward. 

The resolution was approved (38.23% of the votes cast were against the resolution) 
but Aviva hope that the high dissent on the pay report will hopefully lead the company 
to reconsider how it will implement the new policy going forward, when maximum 
award sizes can potentially be set at a lower level than policy maximum. It is also not 
expected that further increases to variable pay will be sought approval for.  

Aviva will be engaging with the company further on the issues of concern. 

DAIKIN Industries Ltd 

 

 

 

Resolution Elect Director Makino, Akiji 

Aviva Vote: Against 

Aviva highlighted that the company did not have adequate carbon emission targets 
set, given the company's inherently significant impact on climate. The director who 
Aviva voted against was considered accountable for having sufficient and appropriate 
policies. 

The resolution was passed, with 91.15% of votes were cast in support but Aviva have 
noted that the small level of dissent on this resolution indicates that there are multiple 
stakeholders who want to hold this director accountable for having appropriate 
climate-related targets. Further engagement with the company will help Aviva 
emphasise this point, and see whether the company will make any needful changes. 

The above is based on the information provided by the Plan’s administrator, Aviva, as at 8 March 2022. 



 Trustee Conclusion 

 • The Trustee has reviewed the voting behaviour of all underlying investment managers and 

confirms that the managers views on stewardship continue to align with those of the Trustee. 

• Further detail can be provided on stewardship upon member or stakeholder request from the 

Trustee. 

 

Declaration 

I confirm that this Statement has been produced by the Trustee to the best of its knowledge and is based on 
information provided by Aviva. 

Signed: 

 
 
………………………………………. 
 
Date: 12 April 2023 

SJeffrey-Gray
Typewriter
S D Jeffrey-Gray
Director for Temple Trustees Limited


